" it ought to be a penny all the way for them poor things ; anyhow, it's but a small bit of a ride for the money, and I'm sure nobody 'ud grudge it to them old folks, even if the rest of us had still to pay the 2d. It*3 cruel hard lines for they feeble creatures to have to climb up the hill all weathers, and get in punctual after any little outing they've took ! " Truly,
we may call this " a hard world," but in reBpect of sympathy for their poorer brethren, English workmen and workwomen are wont to agree with swift cordiality.
When the tram finally deposited us at a corner of the workhouse territory, we soon noticed the vast extent of ground occupied by the numerous blocks of buildings, and also the shrubberies, recreation and kitchen gardens, which spread over more land still, whilst the extent of sky and the Bupply of fresh air appear practically unlimited at this elevated spot.
The porter at the entrance gate gave immediate attention to our inquiries for the infirmary, and after noting down our names in an imposing-looking volume gave clear directions for our guidance, and we at once passed on, wondering anew at the extent of the accommodation needed for the housing of the destitute, whilst we frequently admired the present condition of gardens which,[three years ago, were comparable only to a wilderness ! A few more formalities accomplished, and then we found ourselves entering the far-famed main corridor, which we felt was curiously impressive, partly, no doubt, from its unlikeness to all preconceived ideas, and partly also for its brightness and lightness, and its surprising perspective. The pretty pavement and the radiant cleanliness all culminating in one far distant spot of light, where a pleasant green lawn was dimly seen. As we walked on towards this goal we were amused to see a quiet young man coming by on a tricycle, and we learnt from our guide that he was one of the doctors, and that they all " went their rounds " in this fashion to save As for the chronic cases, which comprise rheumatism, heart, kidney, and lung diseases, besides paralysis and many forms of nerve troubles, can nothing be learnt from these ?
We are inclined to think that the woman who has successfully nursed these helpless cases, and learnt to wash and move them without pain to patient or strain to herself, and who has acquired an intelligent comprehension of the medical treatment as well as of the dietary ; of the ventilation of wards, as well as the observation of fresh symptoms ; this probationer, we maintain, has every probability of finding herself, at the end of her training, well-fitted to take her place in the foremost ranks of trained nurses.
That infirmary work is hard and incessant there can be little doubt, but the only way to reduce it to more reasonable limits is by increasing the staff, doubling or trebling the present numbers, and making the standard in all ways to correspond with those of the great general hospitals where probationers abound.
We must cordially congratulate this, the greatest of poorlaw infirmaries, on its rapid and satisfactory progress, and on the excellent training school it has organised, and we trust that ere another three years have passed, at least another hundred nurses will be added to the nursing staff. I'll attend to some of them at once."
The nurae descended for the letters, and returned with a. couple, and a flat parcel in brown paper.
(To be continued.)
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